The ultraviolet spectrum of the CoCl2 radical, studied at vibrational and rotational resolution.
The laser excitation spectrum of the 327 nm band system of CoCl2, formed in a free-jet expansion, has been recorded at a rotational temperature of approximately 10 K. The spectrum is congested and suffers extensive perturbations. A progression in the excited state symmetric stretching vibration has been identified. The decrease in the symmetric stretching vibrational wave number on excitation is considerable [nu1 '=195.7(12), nu1 (")=358.1(17) cm(-1)]. Despite widespread perturbations in the rotational structure of these vibronic bands, they can be confidently assigned to a parallel Omega=72-72 transition, consistent with an inverted 4Deltag ground electronic state. The rotational constant for Co35Cl2 in the ground state is determined to be 0.056 65(11) cm(-1), which corresponds to a value for the zero-point averaged Co-Cl bond length r0 of 2.062 8(40) A. The perturbations are found to be strongly isotopomer dependent.